
TITLE APPLICATION                                                                                  IT2 
 

The following federation Spanish Chess Federation hereby applies for the title of: 

Grandmaster (minimum level 2500)              International Master (2400)  X   

Woman Grandmaster (2300)    

To be awarded to:

Woman International Master (2200)   

family name: Lopez Mulet first name: Iñigo 

FIDE ID Number: 22235620 date of birth: 2000/04/30 place of birth: Valdetorres, 
Spain 

date necessary rating gained: 2014-Sep level of highest rating: 2432 
 

Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date (see 

Title Regulations 1.50c for the procedure to be followed in this case). 

Herewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the following norms 
 

1. name of event: XXXVIII Open Internacional 

“Villa de Benasque”  
 

location: Benasque 

dates: 2018/07/05 – 2018/07/14 tournament system: Swiss 

average rating of opponents: 2348 total number of games played: 10 

points required: 6,5 points scored: 7 

number of games to be counted:             (if not all) 

(after dropping games): points required:                       points scored: 

number from host federation: 3 number not from own federation: 7 

number of opponents: total titled   5     GMs   4     IMs   1     FMs         WGMs        WIMs    
WFMs             rated  10           unrated 

 

2. name of event: XXIX Open Internacional de Roquetas 
(Almeria) 

location: Roquetas de Mar 

dates: 2018/01/02 – 2018/01/07 tournament system: Swiss 

average rating of opponents: 2379 total number of games played: 9 

points required: 5,5 points scored: 6 

number of games to be counted:             (if not all) 

(after dropping games): points required:                       points scored: 

number from host federation: 2 number not from own federation: 7 

number of opponents: total titled   8     GMs   2     IMs   5     FMs         WGMs        WIMs    
WFMs  1             rated  9          unrated 

 

3. name of event: XXXIX Open Internacional “Villa de 
Benasque” 

location: Benasque 

dates: 2019/07/04 – 2019/07/13 tournament system: Swiss 

average rating of opponents: 2358 total number of games played: 10 

points required: 6,5 points scored: 7 

number of games to be counted:             (if not all) 

(after dropping games): points required:                       points scored: 

number from host federation: 6 number not from own federation: 4 

number of opponents: total titled  6    GMs   6     IMs         FMs         WGMs        WIMs    

WFMs             rated  10           unrated 
 

Attach another form IT2 if there are more supporting norms. 

total number of games 29 (minimum 27) special comments 

name of Federation official Ignacio Morera Rodriguez  

DATE 2019/08/12                                             signature:  


